
How RosterApps Helps

RosterApps – Time & Attendance
Seamlessly Flow from Schedule to Time Card
RosterApps can help make employee pay more accurate with an advanced dynamic method to 
classify work time and accumulated hours for the correct pay codes. How the employee received 
each hour worked and the shift attributes associated are automatically considered to accurately 
classify each time entry.

Pay rules covered included regular, overtime per day or pay period, double time, premiums, 
holidays, paid time off, sick pay, accrual account usage, travel time, and more.

Scan code for more information about 
ARCOS RosterApps

You’ll be able to easily configure changes as your organization pay 

rules evolve. All pay types are covered, and it eliminates the need to 

make manual adjustments. RosterApps also handles all types of accrual 

earnings. You’ll have the ability to make corrections after payroll close.

Payroll Administrators: 

PAY RULE SET
SHIFT CLASSIFICATION SET

Absent Shift Classification
Training Shift Classification
Regular Shift Classification
Traded Shift Classification

Vacation Shift Classification

Our interface allows predefined workflows and handling for various 

infraction types for easy resolution.

Time Keepers: 

You can view your timesheets, giving you the opportunity to bring up 

errors, handle infractions, and request any pay corrections before 

payroll is run. This makes for a smoother, more transparent pay 

reporting process.

Employees: 
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08:00-12:00
TRN
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12:00-16:00
Bagroom

SHIFT COMPONENTS
Skill Component

Trade Type Component
Absent Reason Component

EMPLOYEE CLASSIFICATION SET
Full Time Employee Classification
Part Time Employee Classification

ACCUMULATORS
Training Shift Hours Accumulator

Overtime Hours Accumulator
PAY CODES

TRN Pay Code
REG Pay Code
OT Pay Code

TIME CARD
TRN = 4.0 HRS

REG = 36.00 HRS
OT = 2.5 HRS

ACCUMULATOR FILTERS
Absent Reason = Sick Filter

Skill = Premium Filter 
Reason = Vacation Filter



Handle the Full Life Cycle of Vacation Management
With RosterApps Enhanced Vacation Bidding, a much wider range of options for conducting your 

vacation bidding process are available. With RosterApps, conduct rounds of bids throughout the 

year, handle exchanges and cancellations, and control slots by shift. Administrators have the 

power to fine tune liability distribution, ensuring smooth operations, while meeting employee 

benefit obligations.

How RosterApps Helps 

RosterApps – 
Enhanced Vacation Bidding 

arcos-inc.com  
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Manual bidding is eliminated without sacrificing the ability to control 

awards and enforce company policy. Vacation hours can be accurately 

assigned regardless of the actual shift hours involved, giving total 

flexibility. Structure your distribution to smooth relief coverage 

requirements.

Location Administrators: 

You can enforce policy and ease schedule changes by requiring 

canceled vacation requests be handled as full weeks.

Supervisors: 

No longer will you need to manually put in requests. Submit 

preferences once and have that preference automatically be 

considered for each round. Put in exchange requests for already 

awarded slots when plans change.

Employees: 


